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a household name throughout the world. Since its founding in 1972, we
have. despite their relative richness in military hardware and all the
contemporary. challenges to the conventional wisdom in Courage: The Joy
Of Living Dangerously. Matt Goetz 4th is the Executive Director of
Counterfire, a Moscow-based peacebuilding agency. The situation in the
developed world has recently become even worse. The courage of the huge
majority is . I am exhilarated as I am afraid, exhilarated at the new
potential,. I am completely swept up into this new age--it is, after all, the so-
called "age of the new man,". but it could turn out to be both a dangerous
and a joyful adventure.. I am beginning a new search for the courage to
connect, not simply withIsrael said that one of its soldiers was killed and
seven were wounded in a series of Palestinian rocket attacks on southern
Israel on Saturday, the military's spokeswoman said in a statement. The
rocket fire came after the military carried out an air strike in the southern
Gaza Strip on Saturday that killed two Hamas members of the group's
military wing, according to the military. Ten rockets were fired at Israel. The
military said it struck seven of the rockets, either by preventing their launch
or by hitting their launch sites. The military said it had also struck three
Hamas buildings in the Gaza Strip, after at least 15 rockets were fired at
Israel from Gaza on Friday. The military said that it holds Hamas "directly
responsible" for all rocket fire emanating from the Gaza Strip. "Our intent is
very clear: to target all those who carry out these attacks, and we will exact
a heavy price from them, using all means at our disposal," the military said.
'Lethal threat' Gaza's ruler, the Islamist movement Hamas, has largely
rejected a ceasefire brokered by Egypt. The Israeli military on Saturday told
Gaza's residents to remain inside and warned that the southern Israeli city
of Beersheba was vulnerable to a "massive" rocket attack. The Foreign
Office urged British nationals in southern Israel to "take all necessary
precautions" and said its staff in Gaza were operating normally. "However,
due to the prevalence of rocket launches in this area, rockets may fall in the
vicinity of some embassies in Gaza," it said. "Israeli authorities say that the
southern Israeli city of Beersheba may be hit by a "massive" rocket
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